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English Question Paper

a) do they?

et

1.Choose the appropriate tag for the sentence " our team will win the match".
b) won't they? c) won't it? d) don't they?

2 Choose the interrogative sentence:
a) There is no water in the Lake. b) May I go out to play?
d) open the book at the page no 58.

c) oh! How thrilling it was!

i.N

3.He has taken an advantage, replace the the underlined word with suitable idiom

a) chance in million b) as good as gold. c) a million dollars question d) to cash in on
4. He has blowing his own trumpet, replace the underlined words with suitable American English
words
a) blowing his own horn b) tempest c) French fries d) jelly

5. The jailer let messiean__________ music in the prison
a) compose

b) to compose c) composing

d) realise

sa
la

6.verbal noun or participle are also called as
a) finite verb

b) weak verb c) non finite verb d) auxiliary verb
7. Choose the odd one out :
a) properly , guitarist, survival , internal prisoners
b) entertainment, astronomy, observable, articulate, philharmonic
c) about, Inside, people, barely, music.
d) extravaganza, fanatic, permanent, beautiful, teacher.

8.The time is too short to learn Spanish : choose the correct form of compound sentence

da

a) The time is very short. He cannot learn Spanish in a week.
b) the time is very short and so he cannot learn Spanish in a week
c) the time is so short that he cannot learn Spanish in a week
d) The time was very short and so he cannot learn Spanish in a week

9. Nathan never listen to me : replace the word never ' from the options
a) hardly

b) barely

d) scarcely

Pa

10. Choose the odd one out :

c) seldom

w.

a) TAFE, UNESCO, UNICEF, TANSI, CAT SAT , SIM
b) ATM, BPO, MNC, PA, MLA.
c) Dr, B. Lit, Abbrv, Tr, bk
d) can't, there're, won't, you're didn't
11. What are the letters are silent in the following words ' born, wreck, knives, storm and heard.
a) r, r, k, r, r. b) n, r, e, m, d, c) r, w, k, r, r. d) r, k, n, r, d.
12. If we don't complete the work by tomorrow, we will have,_______
a) to face the music b) to beat the drum c) to play second fiddle
d) to harp on the same string.

13. It was easy for camel to go through ' knee of an idol' instead of saying 'through the eye of
a needle'
is an example for

ww

a) Euphemism b) Spooner ism c) Anagram, d) antigram

14. You have first of all to lay by a stock of knowledge
a) cope with b) yield, c) continue to resist d ) keep for future use

15. Don't give up of your attempt of trying to get passed.
a) return b) move back c) abandon d) stop at the place on journey
16 A sentence that has only one main clause and any number of subordinate clause is known as
a) simple sentence b) complex sentence c) compound sentence d) imperative
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17. My key was missing_____ I found it.
c) who

d) whose

et

a) what b) that

18. He brought up a child without proper training, replace the underlined words idiom
a) done to a turn

b) drag up a child c) exact from d) drop outs

19. Raju _______ a letter next week

and lakes, we could have survived the drought

i.N

a) will get b) will receive c) will come d) welcome
20. Choose the sentence which conveys the same meaning :Had we saved rain water more in ponds

da

sa
la

a) if we saved rain water more in ponds and lakes, we could have survived the drought
b) if we save rain water more in ponds and lakes, we will survive the drought.
c) if we had saved rain water more in ponds and lakes, we could have survived the drought.
d) if we saved rain water more in lakes and ponds, we could survive the drought
21.Choose the appropriate comparative degree of, Mr sundar is one of the most helpful persons
a) Sundar is most helpful than any other persons
b) Sundar is more helpful than most other persons
c) Very few persons are as helpful as sundar
d) Sundar is the most helpful person
22. Choose the appropriate superlative degree of " No other Street in this area is so busy as this.
a) This Street is one of the busiest streets in this area
b) this street is the busiest one in this area.
c) this street is busier than any other Street in this area
d) very few Streets are as busy as this street.
23. He is not fit for police :
a) in hot water b) still water runs deep c) fish out of water d) in deep water
24. When we write an article, we should remember the techniques of
a) CODER b) RADAR c) LSRW d) scanning and skimming

25. A bill passed by the Parliament is termed as

c) law d) legislature
26. Choose the odd one out :
a) sheep, deep, species, aircraft, crops, swine
b) spectacles, means, premises, scissors, trousers
c) boys, girls, bags, birds, toys
d) axis, foci, stratum, alumnus, genii.

Pa

a) act b) bill

w.

27. I am not going with you to the party. If stress on I would mean ,
a)
b)
c)
d)

some one else is going with you
I am going with someone else, not you
I am going somewhere with you but not to party
some one will come with you to the party.

ww

28. Leave your book _____ the table at the centre of the room. Then go_____ the
room______the staircase. Wait there ____ I come.
a) on, to, beside, until b) in into, behind, till. c) to, until, near, into.
d) between, by, under, for.
29. Expression of pain or regret means,
a) stooping, b) drooping c) droning d) moaning
30. which of the following is the combination of Verb +adverb
a) wash out b) airport c) childhood d) typewriting
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31. Choose the odd one out :
seafood, starlight, schoolboy
good will, software, gentlemen
insight, outpost, fast food
outsourcing, incoming, walking stick, sewing machine
32. Which of the following is not a Latin word,
a) bona-fide b) exampli gracia c) notabena d) yoga
33.Choose the right pattern " Never is he tired" a) SVO b) AVSC c) AVSV d) SVC

i.N

et

a)
b)
c)
d)

34.Any numbers of paragraph, formal language, passive voice and reference to the content
of letter is used in
a) personal letter b) impersonal letter c) open letter d) love letter
35. Pick out the right spelling : craftsmanship b) craftmanship c) craftmensship d) craftmansship

a) a, an, the, the, a, the, the,
d) a, an, the, the, an, the.

sa
la

36. Karthick is_____famous percussionist. He is ____Indian. He cannot hear sounds clearly
as he has___- problem in hearing. He performs barefoot so that he can feel_____ vibrations
of____ instruments in____ Orchestra.
b) "a, the, a, the, an, the. c) a, an, a the, an, the.

37. The poem" Going for water " is written by

a) Paul Holmes b) DH Lawrence c) Rudyard kipling d) Robert Frost.
If you can dream and not make dreams your master
If you can think and not make thoughts your aim
If you can meet with Triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposter just the same :what is the rhyming scheme used in these lines
a) abab b) aabb c) master - disaster d) personification

da

38.

39.A child sitting under the piano, in the boom of the tingling strings. What is the figures of
speech employed in this line
b) simile c) onomatopoeia c) Anaphora.
40. The model for the child Jesus was _______
a) the life of Jesus b) difficult to find c) 12 years old d) one who had posed for child Jesus
41. Our work_____last night a) is complete b) was completed c) has completed d) completely

Pa

a) metaphor

42. Match the following

ww

w.

i) psyche - a) culminating point
a) i-c , ii- d iii- a iv- e v- b
ii) choas
- b) emotional shock
b) i-c, ii- d iii- a iv- b v- e
iii) climax - c) soul or mind
c) i-d ii-c iii- a iv- b v- e
iv) kudos - d) confusion
d) i-b ii- c iii-d iv- e v- a
v) trauma - e) praise
43. Word or group of words which provide answers to the question ; How, when, or where is called
a) Adjunct b) objects c) complement d) subject
44. My sojourn into unknown lands, the word sojourn means
a) watchfulness b) camp for short time c) a flock d) unpleasant noise
45 students with talent ought to be patronised and not______
a) poverty b) discouraged c) unimpressive d,) dethroned

46. Word is formed with the first letters of the words in the phrase is known as
a) abbreviations b) acronyms

c) contraction d) new word
47. Identify the sentence pattern SVOA :
a) Shyam gave me the right answer b) we call Gandhi 'Mahatma'
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d) we wear woollen clothes in winter.
48.The face of Judas Iscariot is written by
a) Tammy Ruggles b) Rob Reilly c) Bonnie chamberlain d) Susannah Hickling

49.A close encounter is written by
b) Rex Coker

c) Famida You. Basheer d) Oscar wilde

50.Which of the following is an example for Euphemism
a) lemon - melon b) Satan - santa c) know - no

d) death - passed away

i.N

a) EB Browning

et

c) Suddenly they heard a cry

prepared by

3-D
13-B
23-C
33-B
43-A

4-A
14-D
24-A
34-A
44-B

5-A
15-C
25-A
35-A
45-B

sa
la

2-B
12-A
22-B
32-D
42-A

Pa

da

1-C
11-C
21-B
31-D
41-B
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English question paper - TET.
1. Choose the odd one out.
a) scenery, stationery, luggage, information , staff
b) nuclie, bacilli, crises, data, radii.
c) son- in- law, man of war. Passer by, inspector general, commander in chief
d) axes, medium, formula, indexes, fungus.
2. Sharad has been living ------------ Newyork------------ 1990. He secured his engineering degree ______
MIT ______- Chennai. Then joined DRDO. Fill in the blanks with suitable article
a) in, since, at , in b) on , at, since, in c) between, before, often, above d) for, by, on, from
3. Arrange the following jumbled sentence in coherent order.
Good/ to/ try/inculcate/ people/ with/ being/habits/ by/ positive
A) By being with positive people try to inculcate good habits
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b) good habits try to inculcate with positive people by being
c) try to inculcate good habits by being with positive people
d) Good habits with positive people by being try to inculcate

i.N

4.Choose the grammatically correct sentence
a) one of the boy looks happy b) Raghu prefer coffee to tea
c) Mathematics are my favourite subject
d) They are going to Himalayas

et
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5. comparison made between two objects of different kinds which have some resemblance is known
a) metaphor b) simile
c) alliteration d) personification

sa
la

6. Replace the underlined words with suitable American English word: Ram used LIFT to go to 10th floor
of this FLAT a) elevator, movie
b) cab, center. C) elevator, apartment d) faucet, wallet
7. Choose the appropriate synonyms of the underlined word: they seek to restore the harmony of the
bygone days a) previous
b) modern
c) present,
d) olden
8. Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined word: Don’t you have the wherewithal to bring
back the glorious past? A) wonderful b) graceful c) shameful d) dreadful
9. Choose the five syllabic word
a) universe
b) responsible c) electricity

d) regenerate

da

10. Bad habits should be nipped in the bud.Replace the underlined idioms with suitable meaning.
a) in big trouble b) a fruitful undertakin c) anywhere on the earth d) stop at the very beginning

Pa

11. Choose the right pattern of the sentence: That day priya quickly finished her dinner.
a) ASAVO
B) SVOCA
c) SVCOA
d) ASVIODO
12. Which of the following sentence is correctly punctuated:
a) Anand said, “ Sarathy, You have done a good job”.
b) Children enjoyed watching the film, Didn’t they?
c) unless John learns driving, He cannot impress his boss.
d) How pleasant the weather is today!

w.

13. Need, dare, used to and ought to, are also called as
a) Quasi modals
b) main verb c) primary modals
d) be verbs
14. What is the figure of speech is employed in this lines: Don’t give up, though pace seems slow.
a) Alliteration b) assonance c) oxymoron d) hyperbole

ww

15. If the verb shows tense, person and number of subject is called as
a) finite verb b) infinite verb
c) main verb
d) auxiliary verb
16. If the condition shows the causes and effects of action, we can use _____________
a) open condition
b) improbable c) impossible d) imaginary condition
17. Chandra ____________ house I live in , is a good friend of mine
a) who
b) whose
c) whom
d) which
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b) hour-our

c) roll-role

d) bear-beer

i.N

19.Choose the odd one out: a) know-no

et

18. Choose the odd one out:
a) despite, being, on account of, having, besides
b) and, but, still, yet, nevertheless, whereas, only, therefore
c) unless, whenever, since, though, as soon as, when
d) inspite of, so, as, in case of, as well as

sa
la

20. Choose the appropriate compound sentence for:
if you run fast, you will win the race.
A) in the event of running fast, you will win the race
b) unless you run fast, you will not win the race
c) run fast or you will not win the race
d) run fast otherwise you will win the race

21. Choose the right question which gets the underlined word as a answer: we met last week
a) when was we met? B) when did we meet? C) when do we met? d) when did we met?
22. Choose the right passive sentence for : Lighting struck the man in the forest.
a) Lightening was struck by man in the forest
b) A man was struck by lightening in the forest
c) A man is struck by lightening in the forest
d) lightening is struck by man in the forest

Pa

da

23. Choose the correct comparative degree of : Wordsworth is one of the greatest English poets.
a) Wordsworth is the greatest poet of all
b) Wordsworth is greater than many other English poets
c) Wordsworth is greater than any other English poets
d) very few English poets is as great as Wordsworth
24. The question tag for imperative sentences are different . they reflect the ____ of the speaker
a) voice
b) tone
c) intonation
d) mood

w.

25. The poem “ Flying wonder ‘ was written by
a) Stephen Vincent benet
b) F. Jhonna

c) Ralph waldo Emerson d) Rudyard kipling

26.” Don’t kill me” , it said. The correct indirect speech is
a) it requested do not kill it.
b) it should not to kill it.
c) it said that it cant be killed d) it told that it should not be killed

ww

27. The best way for teacher to teach grammar is __
a) inductive method b) deductive method c) structural method

d) communicative method

28. For effective communication one has to master
a) vocabulary b) structure
c) both vocabulary and structure

d) mechanics of writing

29. The teacher completely avoids using the mother tongue in which of the following method?
a) Bilingual method
b) direct method
c) grammar translation method
d) Dr West’s method
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30. Study of the meaning of the language is known as
a) syntax
b) semantics
c) Morphology
31.Good handwriting is marked by
a) clarity, cursive, bold and distance
b) neatness, uniformity, ambiguity and clarity
c) style, strokes, curses and size
d) distinctiveness, simplicity, spacing and uniformity

d) Linguistics

et
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32. Evaluation includes
a) both qualitative and quantitative description of pupil behaviour and value judgement
b) only qualitative description of pupil behaviour and value judgement
c) only quantitative description of pupil behaviour and value judgement
d) examination and test
33. Reading a road map or a railway schedule develops micro skill( of reading ) like
a) scanning
b) expression c) critical thinking
d) comprehension

35. Choose the odd one out

da

34. Which of the following is the combination of ADJECTIVE + NOUN
a) blue print and black board b) safe guard and whitewash c) popcorn and crybaby
d) overthrow and upset

3-C
13-A
23-B
33-D

4-B
14-B
24-D
34-A

w.

2-A
12-A
22-B
32-A

5-B
15-A
25-A
35-D
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1-D
11-A
21-B
31-D

Pa

a) Suicide , homicide, genocide, patricide, matricide
b) hydrophobia, acrophobia, xenophobia, agarophobia, claustrophobia
c) Kleptomania, Bibliomania, Megalomania, pyromania, squandermania
d) optimistic, pessimist, sensitive, greedy , put up with
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